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Accuracy – After shooting 5,000 rounds, including the grueling 1,000 

round Hot Gun Torture Test, the out-of-the-box Para PXT 1911 was 

able to deliver this 10-round group from a benchrest at 25 yards 

measuring 1.92 inches with the center 7 shots grouping 1.02 inches.

Todd Jarrett has used Para pistols for 
over 18 years to win National and World 

Championships. He is shown here with his 
Special Edition Signature .40 Hi-Cap pistol.
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It’s the first major breakthrough in firearms in fifty 
years and now the secret is out. Para uses Super 
Dynamic Technology (SDT™) developed in the 
aerospace industry to build its handguns. SDT is 
a revolution in firearm manufacturing that leaves 
ordinary handguns out in the cold.

To put up or shut up about the superiority of Para pistols 
with SDT, World Champion Speed Shooter Todd Jarrett 
was challenged by Shooting Gallery host, Michael Bane, 
to the Ultimate Hot Gun Torture Test.

How fast could Jarrett put 1,000 rounds of .45 ACP 
through a factory stock Para 1911? Bane knows that 
heat is the number one enemy of regular guns and he 
wanted to see how much this one could take. For a 
warm up, 1,000 rounds of 230-grain ball ammunition 
were shot through the stock out-of-the-box Para pistol. 

The pistol was cleaned and on the Blackwater USA 
range, Jarrett started pouring magazine after magazine 
of 155-grain frangible ammo with a muzzle velocity of 

1,150 feet per second through the pistol as fast as 
he could pull the trigger. 

With three people loading the magazines to keep up 
with Jarrett’s trigger finger, the pistol started to get hot. 
Shooting 93 rounds a minute, it was estimated that the 
pistol’s stainless steel barrel reached temperatures in 
excess of 550 degrees. 10 minutes and 44 seconds 
later, Jarrett had established a world record.

The reliability of the Para 1911 doesn’t end there. 
Jarrett and the other shooters put 3,000 more rounds 
of ammo through the Para 1911 as soon as it cooled 
down. A total of 5,000 rounds were shot through the 
pistol. There were no malfunctions of any kind, that’s 
right ZERO malfunctions. 

We do not recommend that you torture your 1911 for 
4,000 rounds without cleaning it. But if your 1911 is 
a Para, it can take it.

Every Para pistol is built on one simple principle:  
Use the best technology to produce the best pistol.

SupEr Dynamic TEchnoLogy™ makES para piSToLS

hoT gun Tough

The superiority of 
Para’s Super Dynamic 
Technology gave Jarrett 
an out-of-the-box 1911 
that could establish a 
world record for how 
fast you can shoot 
1,000 rounds of .45 ACP 
ammunition through 
a 1911 pistol. A total 
of 5,000 rounds were 
fired through the pistol, 
and there were ZEro 
malfunctions.
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Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/firepower

It is an ugly beast that shines with beauty when you need its 
.45 firepower. The Para Warthog is the world’s smallest .45 
ACP, 10+1 round, semi-automatic pistol. It is unbelievably 
powerful for its compact size... only 6.75 inches in length 
and 4.5 inches high including the magazine.

The genius of Para gives you the reliability you need in a 
3-inch 1911-style pistol, from its unique dual recoil spring 
system to its cone barrel lockup. The Power Extractor was 
designed for flawless feeding and extraction with the fast 
cycling time of the Warthog’s compact slide. 

The Warthog’s match-grade ramped barrel delivers incredible accuracy in a micro compact pistol. But 
the innovations don’t stop there.  The frames have integral plunger tubes and grip screw bushings and 
ultra-thin polymer grips.

Do you have monster sized hands? No worries, all the Hawgs come with a bonus. Like all Para pistols, 
they are shipped with two magazines. The first magazine comes with a standard floor plate for maximum 
concealment. The second magazine comes with a grip extension on the floor plate. It adds length to the 
grip, giving you more holding surface and better control, with no sacrifice of magazine capacity.

When you need the elite superiority of a micro-compact .45, get Warthog Power.

forgET abouT ThE Dog, 
i’vE goT a WarThog™

gET WarThog poWEr

WARTHOG
It is a stunningly effective handgun. This is the original super-compact .45 pistol with 
truly awesome firepower. There is no smaller, more powerful 1911-style, 10+1 semi-
auto .45 ACP in the world. Its three-dot fixed sights make for quick acquisition of your 
sight picture.

Product Code: WHX1045R
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WARTHOG
Now the world’s most famous micro-1911, the Warthog, comes in all-weather stainless 
steel, so you don’t have to fear rust when it’s your job to be on duty no matter how bad 
it is outside. This Hawg, like the original Warthog, holds 10+1 rounds of powerful .45 
ACP. The stainless frame adds 7-ounces of muscle to this Hawg to soak up recoil.

Product Code: WHX1045S



SLIM HAWG
This Hawg went on a diet to give you the flatness of a single-stack and easy carry of 
an alloy frame. The Slim Hawg holds 6+1 rounds of .45 ACP firepower in a lightweight 
package that only tips the scales at 24 ounces.

Product Code: PSHX645R
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HAWG 9
Want more rounds in the same micro-compact, ultra-light frame? Switch to 9mm and 
get a Hawg 9. This pistol holds 12+1 rounds of 9mm stopping power and, with the 
integral ramped barrel, you can shoot +P ammunition.  

Product Code: WHX129R
- ALSO AVAILABLE Restricted Capacity, Product Code: WHX129RR

NITE HAWG
If you are on a mission that requires you to see and not be seen, the micro-compact 
Nite Hawg is there to answer your call. The Nite Hawg gives you 10+1 rounds of .45 
ACP, while boasting a non-reflective all-black finish and tritium night sights that allow 
you to see your sights even in low-light situations.  

Product Code: NHX1045N 
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Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/hawgs

When you need the most rounds in the smallest package, 
you need a Hawg. The pistol’s compact frame makes it 
easy to carry into any situation, yet the small size won’t 
mean a sacrifice in stopping power. The contoured grip 
and beavertail grip safety give you control over the pistol, 
without having to risk hammer bite.

Regardless of the situation, you can find the right 
Para Hawg to back you up. The Slim Hawg, true to 
its name, gives you the timeless reliability of a single 
stack, single-action 1911, while the Hawg 9 has 
12+1 rounds of 9mm.

haWgS: STrongEr, 
ToughEr anD morE 
firEpoWEr Than any 
oThEr compacT 1911

Match Grade Cone Barrel: Battle-hardened pros know that if trouble 
is waiting on the other side of the door they can’t afford to miss. That is 
why Para puts match-grade barrels in all Hawgs. The cone lock up on the 
slide is the ultimate for hard core reliability in micro-compact 1911s.

“The Para Hawg 9, a 24-ounce double stack 
featuring the company’s bushingless recoil 
system and massive, dead-reliable Power 
Extractor... may well be the perfect platform 
for the 9mm Parabellum.”

The Editors of Guns & Ammo Magazine



SUPER HAWG (HIGH CAPACITy)
Meet the “Long Tom” of the semi-auto world, a hunter’s first choice for increased 
velocity, magazine capacity and striking power. The superior sight radius of the Super 
Hawg and its extra bright fiber optic front sight make it easy for you to hit your target.

Product Code: PLX1445S
- ALSO AVAILABLE Restricted Capacity, Product Code: PLX1445SR

BIG HAWG
The Big Hawg is big on power but lightweight on your belt. This full-size version of the 
Warthog gives you 14+1 rounds of .45 ACP that are delivered from its 5-inch integral 
ramp, match-grade barrel. Best of all, the Big Hawg only tips the scales at 28 oz.  

Product Code: PX1445R BH
- ALSO AVAILABLE Restricted Capacity, Product Code: PX1445R BHR

SUPER HAWG (SINGLE STACk)
This is a bullseye shooter’s dream, a 6-inch integral-ramp match barrel for accuracy 
and a long slide for match winning sight radius. The classic brushed stainless finish 
with double-diamond checkered cocobolo stocks makes for a .45 that looks as good 
as it shoots. To give you the best grip, the front strap is checked 30 lpi.

Product Code: PLX745S
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hEavy-DuTy 
haWgS

Whether you are shooting wild boar in Texas or bullseyes in 
Pennsylvania, you need a super-tough, super-accurate handgun, 
and the Para Super Hawg is the pistol for you. The six-inch long 
slide gives you a superior sight radius and increased velocity for 
peak performance from the .45 ACP cartridge.

The new Para Super Hawgs are the latest pistols from Para 
USA in the popular Hawg Family of pistols that started with the 
legendary Warthog. The six-inch integral ramp match-grade 
barrel is crowned to deliver winning accuracy whether you are 
a bullseye or action shooter. In the field you will appreciate the 
extra velocity that is available from the long-slide’s match barrel.

A longer sight radius and Para’s fiber optic front sight let you put 
your shot where it counts, even under adverse light conditions. 

Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/superhawgs

SupEr haWgS: 
Long on pErformancE
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Front Strap Checkering
Both Super Hawgs come with checkering on the 
front strap to give you the best grip for accuracy and 
recoil control.
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1911 LTC (9MM)
With higher capacity, less recoil and a cartridge that’s been a world favorite for 
more than a century, this new 9mm LTC is destined to become an instant classic. It 
features a 4.25-inch ramped match barrel, 9+1 rounds of firepower and Para’s non-
reflective Covert Black finish.

Product Code: PCX99R

1911 LTC (.45 ACP)
The Lt. Colonel has a 4.25-inch barrel on a full-size frame. This combination makes it the 
most popular 1911 compact pistol in the world. Para adds its exclusive Power Extractor 
Technology and a Match-grade integral ramped stainless barrel to make it the best 1911 
in its class. It comes standard with two 8-round PXT magazines. You have 8+1 rounds of 
.45 ACP at your command. Quality like this is enhanced with our Regal finish. 

Product Code: PCX745R

para pxT 1911s
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Using the superiority of Super Dynamic Technology, Para has produced the toughest 1911 pistols ever 
made. The SDT slides and frames are precision machined and hand fitted to give you a silky smooth fit, 
superb accuracy and exception service life.

Using advanced genius profiling, the original John Browning design was 
analyzed for optimum performance using the latest data analysis. One area 
kept coming up in both the computer scans and real world user experience 
that was less than perfect. It was the extractor.

SDT parameters were employed to redesign the extraction system of the 
1911. The result was Para’s new internal extractor. This radical new approach 
to firearms design allowed Para to increase the head of the extractor by 50% 
and to give it self-adjusting tension on the case. The Para Power Extractor’s 
unique design earned a patent.

What does SDT mean in your hands? Para frames and slides have 
longer service life than ordinary 1911 parts and that is backed up 
with our Gold Medallion Lifetime Service policy. If you need extreme 
reliability without the sacrifice of accuracy, Para pistols have proven to 
be up to the task with torture tests like the Hot Gun Challenge.

Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/pxt

noT aLL 1911s arE crEaTED EquaL

Power Extractor™
Innovation, not copying, gives you 
an unequaled edge in life. And it is 
Para’s patented design of the Power 
Extractor (PXT™) that makes you a 
winner. The massive claw of the PXT, 
right, is 50% larger than a standard 
extractor, left, giving you positive 
feeding and extraction every shot.



P14•45
This is the pistol that rewrote the book on .45 ACP high capacity firepower. You can 
always use more ammo… and the best place to have it is in the pistol in your hand. 
The P14•45 comes standard with two 14-round high capacity magazines.  

Product Code: PX1445E B
- ALSO AVAILABLE Restricted Capacity, Product Code: PX1445E BR
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P18•9
Super Dynamic Technology gave Para the edge to produce a reliable, high capacity 
9mm pistol with a stainless steel frame that eats up recoil. The rear sight is adjustable 
to let you dial in the mega-variety of 9mm loads available today. It comes with two 18-
round magazines. 

Product Code: PX189S
- ALSO AVAILABLE Restricted Capacity, Product Code: PX189SR

pxT hi-cap SingLE-acTionS

Prior to 1988, you had a tough choice: you could 
opt for the power of a traditional 1911, with the 
limitation of a 7-round magazine; or you could choose 
a high-capacity “Wonder Nine” with a far less potent 
cartridge. Nobody in the firearms industry came up 
with a solution until Para rewrote the book on the 
1911 firepower with the introduction of its double-
stack .45 ACP frame.

The frame was redesigned with built-in plunger tubes 
and grip bushings, leaving no possibility of the loose 
or lost parts that plagued the old Model 1911 design. 
Frame wall thickness around the slide stop hole was 
made 20% greater for extra strength under stress. 

Para’s pistol design incorporated more features than 
John M. Browning had ever envisioned. The double-
column, tapered Para magazine offered inherently 
superior and more reliable feeding characteristics and, 
coupled with a beveled magazine well, ensured faster, 
surer and more instinctive reloading. The ejection port 
was flared for consistently reliable operation, and the 
safety features included a positive slide lock safety, a 
grip safety, and an internal firing pin block. The result 
was the now world-renowned P14•45 pistol.

Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/ramped

ThE hanDgun ThaT 
crEaTED a Shock-
WavE of firEpoWEr
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SDT Barrel Secret #1: 
For smooth feeding with every bullet shape, plus the safest, 
strongest support for +P loads, there’s simply no substitute 

for a ramped barrel. You may find ramped barrels in other 
1911s, but it is always an extra-cost add on.   

SDT Barrel Secret #2: 
One of the secrets to out-of-the-box accuracy is the match 

chamber in Para’s stainless steel match-grade barrels. 
Para is the only manufacturer that gives you a match-grade 

ramped barrel as standard equipment in all PXT pistols.
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We’ve taken two of our most popular pistols, added several hot new features 
and bundled them into the best 1911s we can build. And then we priced 
them well below our competition. Why would we do that? Because these 
models come with a priceless bonus: For each pistol sold, we’ll automatically 
make a donation to the National Rifle Association’s Institute for Legislative 
Action, or ILA.

The first one is the Para PXT 1911 Gun Rights pistol, a classic single-column 
1911 in stainless steel. And, since Para invented the high capacity 1911 .45, 
the second model is the famous P14•45 Gun Rights pistol.

They’re both packed full of the most popular features you want, starting with 
our new fiber optic front sight. To hit your target, you need sights you can see. 
Para’s new fiber optic front sight is the brightest front sight in the world.

The pistols come with competition hammers and triggers—so you get a clean, crisp trigger break 
every shot. It’s a trigger that, straight out of the box, brings out your inner marksman, making you 
the best shot you can be.

Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/gunrights

para gun righTS piSToLS: 
proTEcT your righTS

Lifetime Service
At Para, we believe that providing you 
with the best pistol means that we 
will stand behind that pistol 100% for 
as long as you own it. We will provide 
the original retail purchaser of any 
one of our pistols with all necessary 
service, free of charge, for the lifetime 
of the pistol, where adjustment or 
repair is required due to some defect 
in materials or workmanship.

1911 GUN RIGHTS
This is the ultimate 21st Century 1911. You get the durability of stainless steel, the 
reliability of the Power Extractor, the brightness of a fiber optic front sight and two 
8-round PXT magazines. For each Gun Rights pistol sold, Para will automatically make 
a donation to the NRA-ILA. 

Product Code: PX745S GR
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P14•45 GUN RIGHTS 
Para invented the High Capacity 1911 and with this Gun Rights model, you get 14+1 
rounds of .45 ACP.  Only Para gives you match-grade ramped barrels in every pistol 
for accuracy and safety.

Product Code: PX1445S GR
- ALSO AVAILABLE Restricted Capacity, Product Code: PX1445S GRR

gun righTS piSToLS



S14•45 LIMITED
In the quest to give you the ultimate in a custom shop pistol at a production price, Para 
created its Limited Edition pistols. World Class shooter, Todd Jarrett, was instrumental 
in designing these pistols from the adjustable rear sight to the fiber optic front sight. 
Limited Hi-Cap models have 25 lpi checkering on the front strap.

Product Code: SX1445S
- ALSO AVAILABLE Restricted Capacity, Product Code: SX1445SR
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S16•40 LIMITED
The S16•40 Limited has the incomparable Power Extractor™ for feeding and 
extracting reliability, 16+1 rounds of .40 S&W firepower, and a host of custom-shop 
extras. This is the gun of choice for World Champion Todd Jarrett when he competes 
in USPSA Limited events. 

Product Code: SX1640S
- ALSO AVAILABLE Restricted Capacity, Product Code: SX1640SR

pxT hi-cap LTD for ThE fEW, ThE 
bravE, ThE boLD
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Para’s Limited pistols were birthed out of the crucible 
of practical pistol competition. They are the direct 
result of World Champion shooter Todd Jarrett who 
has championed Para pistols for over 18 years. 
Jarrett has won more than 100 championships 
including 9 USPSA National Championships and the 
IPSC World Championship. 

The Limited pistols are a total package that includes all the 
most-asked-for custom features for a fraction of the price 
of a custom pistol. Each Limited pistol has a full-length 
recoil guide system that eliminates spring bind. Front and 
rear slide serrations make for easier slide retraction. 

The ambidextrous safety facilitates southpaw or “support 
hand” shooting. The adjustable rear sight allows you to 
dial in your load for match winning accuracy. The fiber 
optic front sight increases your sight acquisition on 
tough targets that demand precise hits.

It is no surprise that these winning pistols have also 
found their way into the field. They are the most 
requested pistols by elite law enforcement units and 
officers who purchase their own firearms.

Individual Officer Purchase  
For those in Law Enforcement who have to 
purchase their own duty pistols, or simply choose 
to carry the best, Para has the easiest program in 
the industry for you. We have a special Individual 
Officer Purchase Kit that you can use at any 
storefront gun shop in the country. Everything 
about this program is tailored for you, the Law 
Enforcement professional. Call us today to receive 
your Para Individual Officer Purchase Kit.

Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/limited
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PERSONAL DEFENSE ASSISTANTS

PDA (9MM)
Product Code: CSX89R

PDA (.45 ACP)
Product Code: CWX645R

The decision to own a handgun 
for self defense is a tough choice for 

many people. For those citizens who have 
decided that they are going to be responsible 

for their own personal safety, and in states where 
concealed carry permits are issued, Para leads the way with 
its innovative line of light double-action Carry Safe™ pistols.  

The newest concealment choice from Para is the new PDA (Personal Defense 
Assistant) pistol, offered in either 9mm or .45 ACP.  In 9mm, the PDA is the world’s 

smallest 1911-style pistol. Its lightweight alloy frame was designed around cartridges with 
the same overall length as the 9mm cartridge. This PDA tips the scales at a mere 23 ounces.

LEARN MORE ONLINE: www.para-usa.com/pda
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CARRy
The award-winning Para Carry, just 6.5 inches long and 4.75 inches high, was declared 
the “World’s Smallest DAO .45 Auto” by the editors of GUNS & AMMO magazine when it 
was introduced in 2001. It gives you 6+1 rounds of .45 ACP.

Product Code: CWX645S 
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CARRy
The super-compact .45 ACP Para Carry has just taken on new duties. The Para Carry 
in Covert Black features the non-reflective, highly-durable Para Kote™ finish with rich 
black polymer stocks and a subdued medallion making it the perfect companion for 
those deep cover assignments.

Product Code: CWX645B 

LDa carry SafE™

When you’re going undercover, you need a carry 
pistol that is compact and easy to conceal. Now, 
Para brings you Griptor™ grasping grooves, located 
on the front strap of the .45 ACP Single Stack Carry 
Option pistols. These grooves give your hand more 
grasping surface. They naturally help you to control 
recoil during rapid fire. 

Para’s award-winning Carry Safe™ line of pistols  
with their triple safety system let you carry them  
hammer-down but ready for action when needed. And 
all of the Para Carry Option pistols have flush hammers 
and a rounded grip safety to prevent snagging 
on clothing. Add the reliability of the Para Power 
Extractor™ and the LDA’s sweet trigger and you have 
a series of carry pistols that can’t be beat.

Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/carrysafe
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LDa SingLE STack 
carry opTion™
“I now think the Griptor is… the best 
treatment for an auto pistol’s front strap I 
have ever tried. The Griptor really works well.”

Jan Libourel, Gun World editor



Only Para Carry Safe™ pistols have the light double-
action or LDA trigger system. This patented trigger 
system allows you to safely carry one of our LDA 
pistols concealed with the hammer down. When the 
thumb safety is on, the trigger is disengaged.

Yet, if the need should arise, in one swift motion you 
can push off the thumb safety and fire the pistol with 
a light, smooth press of the trigger. The remarkable 
LDA trigger system has won four “Gunny” awards 
from the readers of Guns & Ammo magazine. The 
trigger’s smooth, natural stroke makes you the best 
marksman you can be.

We sincerely hope that you never have to use one 
of our Carry Safe pistols for anything other than 
shooting at targets... but if you do, we make you the 
best when it counts.

Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/carry9
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gET 9 rounDS in 
a carry 9

Fiber Optic Front Sight 
Every Carry 9 has 3-dot sights with bright fiber optic front, because under 
stress you need to see your sights to hit the target. 
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CARRy 9
The micro-compact Carry 9 gives you 9 rounds of 9mm firepower in your hand. At 24 
ounces, it is one of the lightest and smallest 1911-style carry pistols you can own. 
The handsome Covert Black finish helps maintain the low profile you want, and Para’s 
exclusive Power Extractor™ ensures faultless reliability.

Product Code: CWX79R



A 1911 for the 21st Century – it feels like an old 
friend, the one that the company armorer worked 
over for you to earn your Expert Marksman’s badge. 
Using new millennium technology Para has built you a 
production .45 that is silky smooth with a crisp, clean 
trigger that makes you the best shot you can be.

Para’s NEW GI EXPERT delivers:
•  Expert Firepower – Two 8-round .45 ACP magazines.

• Expert Sight Picture – 3 white-dot sights that you can see.

• Expert Accuracy – premium stainless steel barrel and 
full metal bushing.

• Expert Trigger – to make you the best shot you can be 
with a clean, crisp break.

• Expert Hammer – skeletonized spur for faster lock time 
and to prevent hammer bite.

• Expert Reliability – the best service, Para’s Gold 
Medallion Lifetime Service Policy.

To Shoot Like an Expert... Get a Para 1911.

Learn More onLine: 
www.para-usa.com/expertshot
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ThE 1911 ThaT 
makES you an 
ExpErT ShoT

Faster than you ever dreamed possible, the hammer on the GI Expert is 
skeletonized for the fastest lock time. The high visibility rear sight is drift 
adjustable on the rear of the slide.

To hit your target you need to see your front sight and on there is no 
way to miss this one. Instead of being staked on the modified post, 
this white dot is dovetailed into the slide for durability.

One of the secrets to a crisp, clean trigger is the lightweight medium 
length trigger on the GI Expert. The trigger shoe is serrated so you 
can feel the precise break of the hammer.

Pinpoint accuracy starts with a premium stainless steel barrel that is 
crowned at the muzzle. And it is fitted with a full metal bushing for a 
precise lock up in the slide.
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GI EXPERT
The product code for this 1911 tells it all, it stands for Get Innovation in a 45.  Press 
the trigger on this 21st Century 1911 pistol and your jaw will drop at the clean, crisp 
trigger. Everything you want to make you an Expert shot is here, from the muzzle with 
its stainless steel 5-inch barrel for accuracy to the grip safety that is contoured for the 
skeletonized spur hammer to prevent hammer bite. 

Product Code: GI45

para 1911 gi ExpErT



For each month in 2009, Para will be unveiling a special pistol that will only 
be produced that month of the year. These finely crafted special use pistols 
are produced by Para’s gunsmiths in limited numbers to insure the highest 
level of quality possible. 

2009 SpEciaL EDiTionS
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Learn More onLine & downLoad free waLLpapers: 
www.para-usa.com/specialeditions
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1911 SSP (.38 Super)    Product Code: Px938P

February 2009
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1911 SSP (.45 ACP)
Product Code: Px745E B

Hi-Cap Limited .45 
Product Code: Tx1445S

1911 LTC 
Product Code: PCx745E

1911 LTC 
Product Code: PCx745S

Companion Carry Option – CCO 
Product Code: CWx745S

November 2009

August 2009

September 2009 October 2009

December 2009
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2009 SpEciaL EDiTionS

Todd Jarrett Signature .40 
Product Code: Sx1640J

CCW
Product Code: CCWx745S

Carry 12 
Product Code: CTx1245N

1911 Limited 
Product Code: Sx745S with Optional Crimson Trace Laser Grips

Slim Hawg 
Product Code: PSHx645S

Companion 
Product Code: Cx745S

March 2009January 2009

April 2009

June 2009

May 2009

July 2009
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SpEcificaTionS: Special Edition Pistols

Special edition piStol – PXT HIGH CAPACITY, SINGLE-ACTION, LIMITED

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

Todd jarreTT  
SIGNaTUre .40

SX1640j .40 S&W 16*+1 5” 40 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STeeL
CoVerT BLaCK/  

STerLING

Special edition piStol – PXT 1911, SINGLE-ACTION, SINGLE STACK, LIMITED

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

1911 LIMITed SX745S .45 aCP 8+1 5” 39 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS STerLING

Special edition piStolS – PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, HIGH CAPACITY,  CARRY OPTION SERIES

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

CarrY 12 CTX1245N .45 aCP 12*+1 3.5” 34 oZ. 7” 5” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

TaC-foUr CTX1345S .45 aCP 13*+1 4.25” 36 oZ. 7.7” 5.25” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

* Where legal. A 10-round option is also available for states where firearms owners’ capacity is restricted.

Special edition piStol – WARTHOG, PXT SINGLE-ACTION

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

SLIM haWG PShX645S .45 aCP 6+1 3” 30 oZ. 6.75” 4.75” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

Special edition piStolS – PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, SINGLE STACK, CARRY OPTION SERIES

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

CCo CWX745S .45 aCP 7+1 3.5” 32 oZ. 7” 5” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

CCW CCWX745S .45 aCP 7+1 4.25” 34 oZ. 7.7” 5” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

Special edition piStolS – PXT 1911, SINGLE-ACTION, SINGLE STACK MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

1911 LTC PCX745e .45 aCP 8+1 4.25” 35 oZ. 7.75” 5.75” STeeL reGaL

1911 LTC PCX745S .45 aCP 8+1 4.25” 35 oZ. 7.75” 5.75” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

1911 SSP PX745e B .45 aCP 8+1 5” 39 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STeeL CoVerT BLaCK

1911 SSP with Pearl Grips PX938P .38 SUPer 9+1 5” 39 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS
BrIGhT  

STaINLeSS

1911 SSP with Wood Grips PX938S .38 SUPer 9+1 5” 39 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS
BrIGhT  

STaINLeSS

Special edition piStol – PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, HIGH CAPACITY, LIMITED

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

hI-CaP LIMITed .45 TX1445S .45 aCP 14*+1 5” 40 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS STerLING

Special edition piStol – PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, SINGLE STACK

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

CoMPaNIoN CX745S .45 aCP 7+1 3.5” 32 oZ. 7.1” 5” STaINLeSS CoVerT BLaCK
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PXT 1911, SINGLE-ACTION, SINGLE STACK MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

1911 LTC PCX745r .45 aCP 8+1 4.25” 28 oZ. 7.75” 5.75” aLLoY reGaL

1911 LTC PCX99r 9MM 9+1 4.25” 28 oZ. 7.75” 5.75” aLLoY CoVerT BLaCK

1911 GUN rIGhTS PX745S Gr .45 aCP 8+1 5” 39 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

* Where legal. A 10-round option is also available for states where firearms owners’ capacity is restricted.

PXT HIGH CAPACITY, SINGLE-ACTION MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

P14•45 PX1445e B .45 aCP 14*+1 5” 40 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STeeL CoVerT BLaCK

P14•45 GUN RIGHTS PX1445S Gr .45 aCP 14*+1 5” 40 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

P18•9 PX189S 9MM 18*+1 5” 40 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

WARTHOG, PXT SINGLE-ACTION MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

SLIM haWG PShX645r .45 aCP 6+1 3” 24 oZ. 6.75” 4.75” aLLoY CoVerT BLaCK

NITe haWG NhX1045N .45 aCP 10+1 3” 24 oZ. 6.75” 4.5” aLLoY CoVerT BLaCK

WarThoG WhX1045r .45 aCP 10+1 3” 24 oZ. 6.75” 4.5” aLLoY reGaL

WarThoG WhX1045S .45 aCP 10+1 3” 31 oZ. 6.75” 4.5” STaINLeSS   STaINLeSS

haWG 9 WhX129r 9MM 12*+1 3” 24 oZ. 6.75” 4.5” aLLoY reGaL

BIG haWG PX1445r Bh .45 aCP 14*+1 5” 28 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” aLLoY reGaL

SUPer haWG PLX745S .45 aCP 8+1 6” 40 oZ. 9.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

SUPer haWG PLX1445S .45 aCP 14*+1 6” 41 oZ. 9.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, SINGLE STACK, CARRY OPTION SERIES

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

CarrY CWX645B .45 aCP 6+1 3” 30 oZ. 6.5” 4.75” STaINLeSS CoVerT BLaCK

CarrY CWX645S .45 aCP 6+1 3” 30 oZ. 6.5” 4.75” STaINLeSS STaINLeSS

Pda CWX645r .45 aCP 6+1 3”  24 oZ. 6.5” 4.75” aLLoY
CoVerT BLaCK/  

STerLING

Pda CSX89r 9MM 8+1 3” 23 oZ. 6.4” 4.75” aLLoY
CoVerT BLaCK/  

STerLING

CarrY 9 CWX79r 9MM 8+1 3” 24 oZ. 6.5” 4.75” aLLoY CoVerT BLaCK

PXT HIGH CAPACITY, SINGLE-ACTION, LIMITED MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

S14•45 LIMITED SX1445S .45 aCP 14*+1 5” 40 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS STerLING

S16•40 LIMITED SX1640S .40 S&W 16*+1 5” 40 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STaINLeSS STerLING

1911, SINGLE-ACTION, SINGLE STACK

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH

GI eXPerT GI45 .45 aCP 8+1 5” 39 oZ. 8.5” 5.75” STeeL CoVerT BLaCKnEW
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para pro Shop
The Para Pro Shop is your source in the United States for original Para factory magazines, Para wearing 
apparel and other Para logo accessories for shooters. Browse products and shop online at the Para Pro 
Shop website: www.paraproshop.com, or call toll free: (888) 999-9386.

D

A.  Para PXT Black Polo Shirt – Product# 0000920
B.  Leather Waistbelt Pack with Holster Pocket - Product# 0001000
C.  Para USA Black Cap – Product# 0000705. Also available in Tan – Product# 0000706
D.  PXT Magazines

Para PXT magazines are made to the highest standard, and precisely fit all current Para pistols, and 
previous Para models. We offer a wide range of magazines in the appropriate calibers for your Para 
pistols. Check our website for details: www.paraproshop.com

a

c

b
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SpEcificaTionS: pxT magazines

SINGLE STACK MAGAZINES

PISTOL MODEL CALIBER CAPACITy FINISH PRODUCT CODE

CWX645B / CWX645r / CWX645S / PShX645r / PShX645S .45 aCP 6 NICKeL PLaTed PNM645P

CWX645G .45 GaP 6 NICKeL PLaTed MNG645P

CCWX745S / CWX745S / CX745S / PCWX745S .45 aCP 7 NICKeL PLaTed PCN745P

CWX745G .45 GaP 7 NICKeL PLaTed MNG745P

CSX89r 9MM 8 NICKeL PLaTed MNG89P

CWX79r 9MM 8 NICKeL PLaTed PCN79P

dCX745e CB / dX745S / GI45 / PCX745e / PCX745r / PCX745S / PLX745S /  
PrX745B / PrX745S / PX745e B / PX745S Gr / SX745S

.45 aCP 8 NICKeL PLaTed PNM845

PX745j .45 aCP 8 NICKeL PLaTed PNMj845

PCX99r 9MM 9 NICKeL PLaTed PNM99P

PX938P / PX938S .38 SUPer 9 NICKeL PLaTed PNM938 

HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINES

PISTOL MODEL CALIBER CAPACITy FINISH PRODUCT CODE

NhX1045N / rhX1045e / WhX1045r / WhX1045S .45 aCP 10 NICKeL PLaTed PNMC45r

CTX1245N .45 aCP 12 NICKeL PLaTed PNMS45

rhX129e / WhX129r 9MM 12 NICKeL PLaTed PNMC9

CTX1345S .45 aCP 13 NICKeL PLaTed PNMM45

dX1445S / PLX1445S / PX1445e B / PX1445r Bh / PX1445S Gr /  
rX1445B / rX1445e CB / rX1445S / SX1445S / TX1445S

.45 aCP 14 NICKeL PLaTed PNM45

SX1640S .40 S&W 16 NICKeL PLaTed PNM40

SX1640j .40 S&W 16 NICKeL PLaTed PNMj40

PX189S 9MM 18 NICKeL PLaTed PNM9

RESTRICTED CAPACITY 10-ROUND MAGAZINES

PISTOL MODEL CALIBER CAPACITy FINISH PRODUCT CODE

CTX1245Nr .45 aCP 10 NICKeL PLaTed PNMS45r

rhX129er / WhX129rr 9MM 10 NICKeL PLaTed PNMC9r

CTX1345Sr .45 aCP 10 NICKeL PLaTed PNMM45r

dX1445Sr / PLX1445Sr / PX1445e Br / PX1445r Bhr / PX1445S Grr /  
rX1445Br / rX1445e CBr / rX1445Sr / SX1445Sr / TX1445Sr

.45 aCP 10 NICKeL PLaTed PNM45r

SX1640Sr .40 S&W 10 NICKeL PLaTed PNM40r

PX189Sr 9MM 10 NICKeL PLaTed PNM9r

pxT magaZinES
All Para PXT magazines are made in our 
factory so they perfectly fit your Para 
pistol. PXT magazines are designed with a 
removable floor plate to make them easy 
to service and clean. Each Para pistol is 
shipped with two PXT magazines.

The Pro Shop offers a full selection of factory magazines for every type of Para pistol. Use the chart below 
to determine the appropriate magazine for your pistol. 
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Design and specifications are subject to change without notice. © Copyright 2009

Special Editions: Model Name
Todd Jarrett Signature .40 .......................................................................
1911 SSP (.38 Super) ..............................................................................
1911 Limited ..........................................................................................
CCW ......................................................................................................
Slim Hawg (Stainless) ..............................................................................
Carry 12 .................................................................................................
Companion .............................................................................................
1911 LTC (Steel) .....................................................................................
1911 LTC (Stainless) ...............................................................................
1911 SSP (.45 ACP) ................................................................................
Companion Carry Option – CCO ...............................................................
Hi-Cap Limited .45 ..................................................................................

Product Code
SX1640J .....................................................
PX938P .......................................................
SX745S .......................................................
CCWX745S .................................................
PSHX645S ..................................................
CTX1245N ..................................................
CX745S ......................................................
PCX745E .....................................................
PCX745S ....................................................
PX745E B ....................................................
CWX745S ...................................................
TX1445S .....................................................

Page
2, 28
26, 27
28
28
28
28
28
29
29
3, 29
29
29

2009 Para Pistols: Model Name
Warthog .................................................................................................
Warthog (Stainless) .................................................................................
Hawg 9 ..................................................................................................
Nite Hawg ..............................................................................................
Slim Hawg ..............................................................................................
Super Hawg (High Capacity) .....................................................................
Super Hawg (Single Stack) .......................................................................
Big Hawg ................................................................................................

1911 LTC (9mm) ....................................................................................
1911 LTC (.45 ACP) ................................................................................

P14•45 .................................................................................................
P18•9 ...................................................................................................

1911 Gun Rights ....................................................................................
P14•45 Gun Rights ................................................................................

S14•45 Limited ......................................................................................
S16•40 Limited ......................................................................................

PDA (9mm) .............................................................................................
PDA (.45 ACP) ........................................................................................
Carry (Stainless) ......................................................................................
Carry (Covert Black) ................................................................................
Carry 9 ...................................................................................................

GI Expert ................................................................................................

Product Code
WHX1045R .................................................
WHX1045S .................................................
WHX129R ...................................................
NHX1045N ..................................................
PSHX645R ..................................................
PLX1445S ...................................................
PLX745S .....................................................
PX1445R BH ...............................................

PCX99R ......................................................
PCX745R ....................................................

PX1445E B ..................................................
PX189S .......................................................

PX745S GR .................................................
PX1445S GR ...............................................

SX1445S .....................................................
SX1640S .....................................................

CSX89R ......................................................
CWX645R ...................................................
CWX645S ...................................................
CWX645B ...................................................
CWX79R .....................................................

GI45............................................................

Page
4, 5
4
6, 7
6, 7
6
8, 9
8, 9
8

10
10, 11 

12, 13, 36
12

14, 15
14, 15

16, 17
16

18
19
20, 21
20
22, 23

1, 24, 25
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gun bLoggEr WEEkEnD aT bLackWaTEr
Para USA, along with Blackwater USA, sponsored a weekend of first-class instruction at the most 
exclusive training facility in the United States.

The top ten gun bloggers in our contest got an invitation to shoot a special Para pistol and learn the 
shooting secrets of a World Champion from Todd Jarrett. Blackwater USA hosted the event at their facility in 
North Carolina. Gun Blogger Michael Bane and a video crew recorded the event for Down Range TV.

WaTCH ViDeo oF THe GUn BLoGGer eVenT:
www.para-usa.com/gunblogger

Top Ten gun bloggers
Here is the list of the Top Ten Gun Bloggers that readers voted to send to summer camp with Todd Jarrett at Blackwater USA

The gun blog reader who also won an invitation was Don Gwinn from Illinois. Congratulations Don!

A keyboard and a .45 - akeyboardanda45.blogspot.com
The Smallest Minority - smallestminority.blogspot.com
View From The Porch - booksbikesboomsticks.blogspot.com
The View from North Central Idaho - blog.joehuffman.org
Maddened Fowl - mad-duck-training.blogspot.com

Call Me Ahab - nrahab.com
SayUncle - saysuncle.com
Sharp as a Marble - blog.robballen.com
Of Arms & the Law - armsandthelaw.com
GunTruth - guntruth.blogspot.com
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Para USA, Inc. 
10620 Southern Loop Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28134-7381

P14•45 Product Code: PX1445E B

Phone: (954) 202-4440
Email: contact@para-usa.com


